Stellenangebot vom 13.04.2022

Game Tester (m/f/*) Minijob
Fachrichtung:
Art der Beschäftigung:
Eintrittsdatum:
PLZ / Ort:
Land:

QA / Testing
Teilzeit
ab sofort
50259 Pulheim
Deutschland

Firmendaten
Firma:
Straße & Hausnummer:
PLZ / Ort:

www.handy-games.com GmbH
i_Park Klingholz 13
97232 Giebelstadt

Ansprechpartner
Name:
Position:
Straße & Hausnummer:
PLZ / Ort:

Nicole Murrmann
HR
i_Park Klingholz 13
97232 Giebelstadt

Job-Beschreibung
For our subsidiary near Cologne we’re looking for a motivated person
to support our team by testing our latest builds on all consoles.

Your profile
You love games and how they are made
You are a motivated and disciplined learner – testing games is hard work!
You have sharp attention to detail and are a patient individual
You have excellent verbal and written communication skills
You’re self-reliant, organized and know how to prioritize your tasks
You’re fact-focused and know how to remain calm and follow your task even when the
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rest of the office erupts in chaos
You’re quick to learn basic software like image editing, screen capture software or
database manipulation

A big plus would be
Prior experience with the software test cycle process

Huge plus
Experience with developing for consoles

What you would be doing
You work as part of the backbone of our company: you help developers deliver stable builds
by tracking down bugs and performing regular tests on all consoles we develop for
You test (mostly) the functional and (sometimes) the fun qualities of our projects
You follow the test instructions and report your results in the database
You will read Technical Certification Documents and learn about what needs to be done
to be able to release games on console
Update and maintain the bug tracking database
As part of your job, you will learn the submission process for releasing on all consoles

Perks & Benefits
Direct supervisor explaining your tasks to you
Lots of learning potential about the way games and software are developed
30 days of paid vacation days per year
Flexible work hours at the office
Game Jam during office hours once a year
Regular team events
Kitchen and drinks at the office
Unlimited work contract
30 days of paid vacation per year
Money and time budget fortraining and education
Once a year: One-weekgame jam during office hours
We are proud to have aworks council already established
Flexible work hours (parent friendly)
No crunch
We work in a beautiful,industrial style office with lots of air
You will get apublic transport ticket for the Cologne Area
We offer a lot offlexibility to work from home on a regular basis
We do regular paid-forteam events
We have a nice and cozyteam breakfast every Monday
Discounts for gyms andbike sponsorships can be arranged
Our office manager willhelp you with the challenges of relocating
We offerfinancial help for relocation
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Officedogs!

If you think you’d be a good fit for us, we’d be happy to take a look at your application!
Please include your CV.
Send to:jobs@massiveminiteam.com!
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